For the first time, this study combined models and principles of authentic assessment from two parallel fields of applied linguistics as well as general education to investigate the authenticity of the TOEFL iBT speaking module. The study consisted of two major parts, namely task analysis and task survey. Utilizing Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) definition of authenticity, the task analysis examined the degree of the correspondence between the characteristics of the speaking module tasks in the TOEFL iBT test and those of target language use (TLU) tasks. In the task survey, a Likert Scale questionnaire of authenticity was developed by the researcher based on Herrington and Herrington’s (1998; 2006) four criteria of authentic assessment. The questionnaire was sent through email to 120 subjects who had already taken the test in order to elicit their attitudes towards the degree of the authenticity of the speaking section tasks. The results of the task analysis revealed a limited correspondence between the characteristics of the test tasks and those of the TLU tasks. However, the results of the task survey indicated that except for one factor (indicators), most of the test takers had a positive view toward the authenticity of the speaking module tasks in terms of the three other factors (context, student factor, task factor).
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1. Introduction

1.1. Authenticity

It is perhaps no exaggeration to say that authentic assessment is the most significant goal of language testing. Ingram (2003) claims that:

The history of language testing (especially of attempts to measure practical language ability) is, to a large extent, the history of attempts to bridge the gap between tests and real-life language use…it is the history of progress towards more authenticity in language testing. (p. 4)

The notion of authenticity has always been open to debate within the fields of applied linguistics as well as general education. In applied linguistics, the idea emerged in the late 1970s when communicative methodology was gaining importance and there was a growing interest in teaching and testing ‘real-life’. In general education, on the other hand, it took more than another decade before the notion was recognized. Since then, there has been much overlap in the definitions in both fields, yet the debates have remained largely independent of each other (Lewkowicz, 2000).

In applied linguistics, there are two major pathways to the discussion, which are confusingly mistaken for each other (Pinner, 2016). The first pathway to the discussions of authenticity in applied linguistics relates mainly to language learning materials, which also includes the tasks utilized to engage learners (Gilmore, 2009, 2011; Malone, 2017; Mishan, 2005; Morrow, 2018). In fact, these discussions which take a more practical view of the ‘authenticity debate’, argue that authentic materials should be “real
language produced by a real speaker or writer for a real audience and designed to convey a real message” (Morrow, 1977, p. 13). The second pathway is in particular concerned with the process of ‘authentication’ (Mishan, 2005; van Lier, 1996; Widdowson, 1978, 1994). Here, authenticity is not something absolute, but relative, and is concerned with a process of personal engagement with the language (van Lier, 1996). This is exactly in line with Widdowson’s (1978) argument about the distinction between ‘genuineness’ and ‘authenticity’ of language. Widdowson (1978) claimed that “genuineness is a characteristic of the passage itself and is an absolute quality. Authenticity is a characteristic of the relationship between the passage and the reader and has to do with appropriate response” (p. 80). In other words, as Pinner (2015) states, “simply taking a newspaper out of an English speaking context quite often means you leave the real reason for interacting with it behind, which seriously impairs its authenticity” (p. 2).

Hung and Victor Chen (2007, p. 149) have also heavily criticized what they call extrapolation techniques, i.e. the act of taking something out of one context and bringing it into another (the classroom) expecting its function and authenticity to remain the same.

In one of his most recent works, Pinner (2016) replaced the ‘classic’ definition of authenticity with a reconceptualized version, which, as he claims, is more inclusive to other varieties of English. He poses the ‘paradox of authenticity’ arguing that

At one end it is too complicated to have a single definition, and at the other end practitioners talk about ‘authentic’ materials when they generally mean newspapers or other items that have simply been extrapolated from a target language speaking community. (P. 2)
Pinner (2016) believes that authenticity is not something absolute, but “rather relative to the learner and their unique and individual beliefs” (p. 1). He tries to discuss authenticity in light of emergent theories of language acquisition, such as chaos/complexity theory and dynamic systems approaches and consequently, introduces the Authenticity Continuum, which is a framework for treating authenticity as a socially mediated and contextually dependent dynamic process of investment.

Unfortunately, research into authenticity is rather scarce, but the situation is further exacerbated when it comes to authenticity in language testing and authentic assessment. Gilmore (2007) reviews over a century of literature on authenticity, providing a comprehensive and in-depth overview in which he identifies eight different and overlapping definitions, only two of these referring to authenticity in language testing, i.e. authenticity as it relates to assessment and the Target Language Use Domain (Bachman & Palmer, 1996).

With respect to authenticity in language testing, in the early 1990s, Bachman built on the ideas put forward by Widdowson (1978) and Breen (1985). He suggested that there was a need to distinguish between two types of authenticity: situational authenticity, i.e. the perceived match between the characteristics of test tasks to target language use (TLU) tasks, and interactional authenticity, i.e. the interaction between the test taker and the test task (Bachman, 1991). In so doing, he claimed that authenticity involved more than matching test tasks to TLU tasks. In fact, he saw authenticity also as a quality arising from the test takers’ involvement in test tasks.
In 1996, Bachman and Palmer put a step forward and separated the notion of authenticity from that of interactiveness, defining authenticity as ‘the degree of correspondence of the characteristics of a given language test task to the features of a TLU task’ (Bachman and Palmer, 1996, p. 23). This definition corresponds to that of situational authenticity, while interactiveness replaced what was previously called interactional authenticity. The premise behind this change was the recognition that all real-life tasks are by definition situationally authentic, so authenticity can only be an attribute of other tasks, that is, those used for testing or teaching.

On the other hand, in the realm of general education, Herrington and Herrington (1998; 2006), the two leading scholars in the field of authentic assessment, developed the most canonical guidelines for defining authenticity in the field. They categorized their guidelines into four groups, that is, **context**, **student factors**, **task factors**, and **indicators**. The first criterion of authentic assessment requires fidelity of context to reflect the conditions under which the performance will occur (rather than contrived, artificial, or decontextualized conditions). Student factor or student’s role requires students to be effective performers with acquired knowledge, and to craft polished performances or products. It also requires significant student time and effort in collaboration with others. With respect to authentic activity, or task factors, test items should involve complex, ill structured challenges that require judgment, and a full array of tasks. In addition, this criterion requires the assessment to be seamlessly integrated with the activity. The last factor, i.e. indicators, is concerned with multiple indicators of learning. It also requires achieving validity and reliability with appropriate criteria for scoring varied products.
Similarly, Herrington, Oliver, and Reeves (2002) developed 10 criteria of an authentic task in an online environment. Their work is known as Approach 2, and in many respects, it reflects the features identified by Herrington and Herrington (1998; 2006) with emphasis on relevance beyond the classroom to the real world, diversity of outcomes, complex tasks, and integration with assessment.

Approach 3 consists of a five dimensional framework designed by Gulikers, Bastiaens and Kirschner (2006). These dimensions have already been included by Approaches 1 and 2, and do not indicate any additional features of authentic assessment.

Approach 4 is based on the work of Frey and Schmidt (2007) that recognized the following features of authentic assessment: nature of the stimuli, complexity, conditions, resources, consequences, and whether tasks are determined by an assessor or student.

Another approach which indicates the features of authentic assessment has been adopted by Keyser and Howell (2008). Although they use some different terminology, their approach isolates the features highlighted in the earlier approaches.

The last approach is introduced by Burkill, Dunne, Filer, and Zandstra (2009). Approach 6 places emphasis on the product as well as the process, the development of real world and higher order cognitive skills (analysis, synthesis and evaluation), the integration of a range of skills into a whole project, and the construction of new ideas and responses. These features largely coincide with the features identified in the earlier approaches.
As the above overview suggests, there have been two parallel debates on authenticity which have remained largely ignorant of each other; one in the field of applied linguistics and the other in the realm of general education. Lewkowicz (2000) suggested that discussions within the fields of applied linguistics and general education need to come closer together in order to provide a more insightful understanding of the notion of authenticity and authentic assessment. Furthermore, he emphasized that such discussions need to be empirically based to inform what has been still a predominantly theoretical debate.

No study has so far combined the models and principles of authentic assessment from the field of applied linguistics with those of general education. For the first time, this study made the two parallel fields across each other to investigate authenticity in language testing. In applied linguistics, due to scarcity of research on authenticity in language testing, Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) model of test usefulness could surprisingly be considered as the last development in this respect and consequently utilized for the purpose of the present study.

1.2. Research on the Authenticity of TOEFL iBT Speaking Module

Since the time when the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) underwent major revisions, particularly the introduction of speaking as a mandatory section on the TOEFL Internet-based test (iBT), the problem of validity and authenticity of the test has been frequently discussed. In 2012, an announcement was made by TOEFL COE research program to address the topic of validation and more specifically the problem of candidates’ performance on the TOEFL iBT test speaking and/or writing sections and its correspondence to their performance on real-life academic tasks; an issue
which is at the heart of authentic assessment. However, the attempts which have been made so far by the researchers in this respect do not seem to be satisfactory with respect to both the number of the studies and the specific topic of authenticity. In fact, most of the prominent studies that have been carried out on TOEFL iBT speaking section (Farnsworth, 2013; Sawaki, Stricker, & Oranje, 2009; Xi, 2008; Zahedi & Shamsae, 2012) have specifically focused on the evaluation of the construct validity and predictive validity rather than the correspondence between the candidates’ performance on the speaking section of the test and their performance on real-life academic tasks.

Only in a few cases (Meng-li, 2010; Ockey, Koyama, Setoguchi, & Sun, 2015), the authenticity of the speaking module has been investigated. In his study, Meng-li (2010) analyzed the authenticity of TOEFL iBT oral test, including the authenticity of text, setting and tasks, interaction between test takers and test tasks, and scoring criteria and process. Meng-li found the test authentic, but at the same concluded that the authenticity of the oral test depends on its definition and the interaction between test takers and test tasks. In a quantitative study, Ockey et al. (2015) made an attempt to determine the extent to which performance on the TOEFL iBT speaking section is associated with the other indicators of Japanese university students’ abilities to communicate orally in an academic English environment and to determine which components of oral ability for these tasks are best assessed by TOEFL iBT. The results of the correlations revealed that TOEFL iBT speaking scores were good overall indicators of academic oral ability and that they were better measures of pronunciation, fluency, and vocabulary/grammar than they were of interactional competence, descriptive skill, and presentation delivery skill.
On the other hand, although the importance of research on stakeholder beliefs and attitudes about tests is widely recognized, according to Malone & Montee (2014), little research has examined student test-takers’ perceptions of the items on the TOEFL iBT test. In their study, Malone & Montee (2014) explored stakeholders’ beliefs (administrators, instructors, and students) about the TOEFL iBT test as a measure of academic language ability. The results indicated that students showed mixed attitudes considering the four skills and their nationality. For example, the German students were the only participants who agreed that the test questions felt natural. German students agreed with all items about the TOEFL iBT’s ability to show how well they could perform in English, except on the speaking section. Students from all countries believed that the listening section showed how well they could listen in English. Students did not believe that the TOEFL iBT allowed them to show their ability of speaking English. On the other hand, Saudi and South Korean student responses indicated some disagreement with the TOEFL iBT’s capacity to show their abilities in English.

Rosenfeld, Leung, and Oltman (2001) conducted comprehensive studies on listening, speaking, reading, and writing tasks which are necessary for academic success. Also, Stricker, Wilder, and Rock (2004) investigated students’ attitudes towards computer-based TOEFL, and another group of research on students (Powers & O’Neill, 1993; Schmitt, Gilliland, Landis, & Devine, 1993; Schmidt, Urry, & Gugel, 1978) has focused on test takers’ attitudes toward computer-based testing. However, although their research is illuminating, it does not particularly focus the content of the TOEFL iBT and in particular its speaking module.
As a result, this study built upon Herrington and Herrington’s (1998, 2006) criteria of authentic assessment in general education to conduct a task survey, eliciting student test takers’ attitude towards the authenticity of the speaking section of the TOEFL iBT test, which is one of the most widely accepted English language assessments around the world.

Furthermore, while most of the aforementioned studies have utilized either qualitative or quantitative research methods, this study, in addition to combining models from the two fields of applied linguistics and general education, utilized a mixed method to investigate the authenticity of TOEFL iBT speaking module through a task analysis and a task survey.

2. Theoretical framework

In 1996, Bachman and Palmer proposed a model of test usefulness that includes six test qualities – reliability, construct validity, authenticity, interactiveness, impact, and practicality. Unlike Bachman (1990, 1991) who distinguishes between two types of authenticity, situational authenticity (i.e., the perceived match between the characteristics of test tasks to target language use (TLU) tasks), and interactional authenticity (i.e., the interaction between the test taker and the test task), Bachman and Palmer (1996) put a step forward and separated the notion of authenticity from that of interactiveness, defining authenticity as ‘the degree of correspondence of the characteristics of a given language test task to the features of a TLU task’ (p. 23). This definition corresponds to that of situational authenticity, while interactiveness replaced what was previously termed interactional authenticity. To find the degree of correspondence between test and TLU tasks – that is, to determine the authenticity of test tasks – Bachman and Palmer proposed a framework of task characteristics. This framework
provides a systematic way of matching tasks in terms of their setting, the test rubrics, test input, the outcome the tasks are expected to give rise to, and the relationship between input and response (See Table 1).

Furthermore, for the second part of the study, i.e. the task survey, Herrington & Herrington’s (1998, 2006) list of the essential characteristics of authentic assessment was drawn upon from the field of general education to develop a questionnaire of authenticity to elicit test takers’ attitudes towards the authenticity of the speaking section tasks in the TOEFL iBT test. The list consists of four categories: context, the student’s role, authentic activity, and indicators. Using these guidelines, assessment is most likely to be authentic if it satisfies the following criteria:

**Context:**
- Requires fidelity of context to reflect the conditions under which the performance will occur (rather than contrived, artificial, or decontextualized conditions) (Meyer, 1992; Reeves & Okey, 1996; Wiggins, 1993)

**Student’s role**
- Requires students to be effective performers with acquired knowledge, and to craft polished performances or products (Wiggins, 1989, 1990, 1993.)
- Requires significant student time and effort in collaboration with others (Kroll, Masingila, & Mau, 1992; Linn, Baker, & Dunbar, 1991)

**Authentic activity**
· Requires the assessment to be seamlessly integrated with the activity (Reeves & Okey, 1996; Young, 1995)

**Indicators**
· Provides multiple indicators of learning (Lajoie, 1991; Linn, et al., 1991)
· Achieves validity and reliability with appropriate criteria for scoring varied products (Lajoie, 1991; Resnick & Resnick, 1992; Wiggins, 1990).

### 3. Research Questions

In its announcement in 2012, TOEFL COE proposed a set of research topics, the first and most urgent of which was that of validation. The first problem being addressed under this topic was concerned with relating candidates’ performance on the TOEFL iBT test speaking and/or writing sections to their performance on real-life academic tasks. Consequently, this study is considered as a response to this announcement with its focus on the authenticity of the tasks in the speaking section of the TOEFL iBT test.

Utilizing a mixed method, and drawing upon Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) model of test usefulness from the field of applied linguistics and Herrington and Herrington’s (1998; 2006) essential elements of authentic assessment from general education, this study was intended to investigate the authenticity of the speaking module tasks in the TOEFL iBT test in two ways, task analysis, and task survey. More specifically, it tries to answer the following questions:

- To what extent do the characteristics of the TOEFL iBT speaking section tasks correspond to those of TLU tasks?
- To what extent do test takers believe that the TOEFL iBT speaking section tasks are authentic?
### Table 1

**Task characteristics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of the setting</th>
<th>Characteristics of the expected response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical characteristics</td>
<td>Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Channel (aural, visual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of task</td>
<td>Form (language, non-language, both)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Language (native, target, both)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Type (item, prompt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Degree of speededness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vehicle (live, reproduced, both)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Characteristics of the test rubrics**

- **Instructions**
  - Language (native, target)
  - Channel
- **Specification of procedures and tasks**
- **Structure**
  - Number of parts/tasks
  - Salience of parts/tasks
  - Sequence of parts/tasks
  - Relative importance of parts/tasks
  - Number of tasks/items per part
- **Time allotment**
- **Scoring method**
  - Criteria for correctness
  - Procedures for scoring the response
  - Explicitness of criteria and procedures

**Characteristics of the input**

- **Format**
  - Channel (aural, visual)
  - Form (language, non-language, both)
  - Language (native, target, both)
  - Length
  - Type (item, prompt)
  - Degree of speededness
  - Vehicle (live, reproduced, both)
- **Language of input**
- **Language characteristics**
- **Organizational characteristics**
  - Grammatical (vocabulary, syntax, phonology, graphology)
  - Textual (cohesion, rhetorical/conversational organization)
- **Pragmatic characteristics**
  - Functional (ideational, manipulative, heuristic, imaginative)
  - Sociolinguistic (dialect/variety, register, naturalness, cultural references and figurative language)
- **Topical characteristics**

**Relationship between input and response**

- **Reactivity** (reciprocal, non-reciprocal, adaptive)
- **Scope of relationship** (broad, narrow)
- **Directness of relationship** (direct, indirect)

---

**Relationship between input and response**

- **Reactivity** (reciprocal, non-reciprocal, adaptive)
- **Scope of relationship** (broad, narrow)
- **Directness of relationship** (direct, indirect)
4. Design of the Study

This study utilized a mixed method to investigate the authenticity of the speaking module tasks of the TOEFL iBT both qualitatively and quantitatively through a ‘task analysis’ and a ‘task survey’. The details in each approach are described in the following sections.

4.1. Task Analysis

To find the degree of the correspondence between the characteristics of the TOEFL iBT speaking section tasks and those of the TLU tasks – that is, to determine the authenticity of the test tasks – Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) framework of task characteristics was utilized. This framework provides a systematic way of matching tasks in terms of their setting, the test rubrics, test input, the expected response, and the relationship between input and response. Table 1 shows the complete list of the characteristics.

The test rubric may be a characteristic for which there is relatively little correspondence between language use tasks and test tasks. This is because “in language use this characteristic is generally implicit, while in a test task this needs to be made as explicit and clear as possible” (Bachman and Palmer, 1996, p.50). As a result, in task analyses, including the one in this study, test rubric is omitted from the list of task characteristics.

4.2. Task Survey

In the second part of the study, a task survey was conducted to elicit the attitudes of the test takers towards the degree of the authenticity of the
TOEFL iBT test speaking section tasks. The method in this part was as follows:

4.2.1. Participants

This part of the study consisted of two phases: 1) Validation, and 2) Application of the TOEFL iBT speaking section authenticity questionnaire. The validation phase included a pilot study at two stages, initial piloting and final piloting. At the initial stage, a pool of items consisting of 45 items, was given to two experts and one Ph.D. student for external feedback and revision. Then at the second stage of the validation, the Persian version of the resulting questionnaire, including 34 items, was sent to 247 Iranian subjects through email. These participants had already taken the TOEFL iBT test and were all familiar with the speaking section tasks.

In the second phase of the study, i.e. the application of the questionnaire, a sample of 120 participants, from the same group of subjects in the first phase, participated again in the research work.

4.2.2. Instrument

TOEFL iBT speaking section authenticity questionnaire was first constructed and then validated to be used as an instrument in this study and for conducting further research in the field of foreign language learning.

4.2.3. Procedures

Following Herrington and Herrington’s (1998, 2006) essential elements of authentic assessment, the researcher constructed the related questionnaire
adopting a straightforward procedure including three steps: 1) Designing the test, 2) Doing a pilot study, and 3) Administering the test.

Drawing upon the literature in the field of general education, the researcher designed the questionnaire with 45 items in the 5 scale Likert type. Then two piloting stages were conducted, initial piloting and final piloting. At the initial stage, the 45-item questionnaire was given to two experts and one PhD student for external feedback and revision. As a result, the items were reduced to 34. Since the participants were Iranian, in order to prevent any language barrier and avoid any kinds of misinterpretations on the part of the participants, the 34-item questionnaire was translated into Persian and then back-translated into English by a PhD student in TEFL. The congruency between the two texts was 83.20%.

Then, the final piloting was carried out. During this stage of the pilot study, the Persian version of the 34-item questionnaire was sent to 247 participants through email. Later, to apply the validated questionnaire to the subjects, it was administered again to 120 participants from the same group in the pilot study.

4.2.4. Data Analysis

The internal consistency of the questionnaire was assessed with the Cronbach Alpha reliability estimate.

The validity of the TOEFL iBT speaking section authenticity questionnaire was examined through exploratory factor analysis. First, principal axis factoring identified the underlying factors by calculating the eigenvalues of the matrix greater than 1.0. Because of the subjectivity of the
criterion for selecting absolute value, the researcher decided to consider only factor loadings with an absolute value 0.45 or greater. To decide about the number of factors to retain for rotation, the Scree test was used. Since interpretation of the factors can be very difficult, a solution for this difficulty is factor rotation. As a result, Varimax (orthogonal rotation) with Kaiser Criterion was used. This resulted in a rotated component matrix and a transformation matrix. The rotated component matrix illustrated the variables loaded on each factor so that the researchers came up with four factors.

5. Results
5.1. Task Analysis

In instructional contexts, students are supposed to have certain academic speaking skills. Students should be able to speak successfully in and outside the classroom. For example, in classrooms, students must be able to respond to questions, participate in academic discussions with other students, synthesize and summarize what they have read in their textbooks and heard in class, and express their views on topics under discussion. Outside the classroom, students must have the ability to participate in casual conversations, express their opinions, and communicate with people in such places as the bookstore, the library, and the housing office.

Regarding these types of tasks in the target language academic context, and based on the list of task characteristics in Table 1, the TOEFL iBT speaking section tasks are analyzed here to find out the extent of correspondence between the characteristics of these tasks and those of the TLU tasks.
5.1.1. Characteristics of the setting

The first test method facet, the setting, includes physical characteristics, participants, and time of task. With regard to the physical characteristics, location, physical conditions, materials and equipment, and degree of familiarity are important components. The location of the test is usually a laboratory with a set of computer cabins. The physical condition is usually quiet and well lit. For all speaking tasks, test takers use headsets with a microphone, all of which are familiar to the test takers. With respect to the participants, the only participant is the test taker. Finally, time of task varies, but it is determined in advance and the test is usually administered in daytime. Compared to the physical characteristics of the target language academic contexts, there are various types of settings like classrooms, professor’s office, department, the campus, library, or bookstore, in each of which varying types of physical conditions, materials, and equipment are available with different degrees of familiarity on the part of language users. In almost all of these situations, instead of a mechanical interaction between the test taker and a computer, a live conversation between the language user and another participant, like a professor, a teaching assistant, a librarian, a book seller, or peers is required. Furthermore, unlike the testing situation, in all of these environments, at least two participants are involved in the conversations. Finally, although most of the target language use (TLU) tasks take place during daytime, there are some cases, like those in a library or a bookstore that might occur at nights. As a result, with respect to the setting dimension of test method facets, there is little correspondence between the speaking module tasks of the TOEFL iBT and those of TLU.
5.1.2. Characteristics of the input

The second dimension along which speaking tasks of TOEFL iBT and those of TLU can be compared is the input. There are three major components under the test method facet of input: format, language characteristics, and topical characteristics. With regard to the format of the speaking module tasks of the TOEFL iBT, the speaking section is approximately 20 minutes long and includes six tasks. The first two tasks are independent speaking tasks on topics familiar to test takers. They ask test takers to draw upon their own ideas, opinions, and experiences when responding. However, test takers can respond with any idea, opinion, or experience relevant to completing the task. The remaining four tasks are integrated tasks, where test takers must use more than one skill when responding. Test takers first read and listen, and then speak in response. They can take notes and use those notes when responding to the speaking tasks. At least one requires test takers to relate the information from the reading and the listening material. Timing and content areas are fixed for all test takers.

With respect to the Independent Speaking tasks, a single question that appears on the screen is read aloud by the narrator. As a result, the input is presented in this section through both aural and visual channels, while this is not usually the case in TLU tasks. In TLU tasks, whether in the campus situations or academic courses, a question about the language user’s own ideas, opinions, and experiences is usually asked aurally and sometimes visually. However, it rarely happens that both channels are used simultaneously.

Timing and content areas are fixed for all test takers. In each of the independent speaking tasks, test takers are informed that they have 15
seconds to prepare an answer, and 45 seconds to respond to each of the independent speaking tasks. A clock shows the remaining time for preparation and response. This format of input in this testing situation has little correspondence with that of TLU tasks which usually occur outside of the classroom in the TL setting. In fact, in TL settings, except for examination situations in an academic context, this rarely happens that language users be given a topic related to their own ideas, opinions, and experiences and before starting to speak be informed that they can prepare themselves within a very short period of time (e.g. 15 seconds) and deliver their speech within only 45 seconds.

With regard to the speededness of the input, the speed of the narrator who reads the question on the screen aloud is fixed for all test takers and cannot be slowed down in case of lower proficiency. In addition, the question cannot be repeated in case of misunderstanding on the part of the test taker. However, in TLU tasks, native speakers adjust the speed of their speech to the proficiency level of the foreigners if needed, and in case of misunderstanding, they can repeat the question for them. All these problems in the testing situation arise from the vehicle, which is not live, but reproduced via computers. As a result, there is not enough correspondence between the format of the tasks of the TOEFL iBT speaking module and those of TLU tasks.

Language characteristic is another aspect of the input. This aspect, in turn, includes two major components, i.e. organizational characteristics, and pragmatic characteristics. The organizational and pragmatic characteristics of the input are fixed for all the participants. Since the first two independent speaking tasks of the TOEFL iBT are more concerned with out-of-the-classroom conversations, the vocabularies are more general; however, more
specialized and academic vocabularies can be seen if the topics are about academic courses or the like. Furthermore, Standard English is used with regard to the morphology and syntax. However, the integrated tasks are more concerned with academic issues which necessitate the use of more specialized and academic vocabularies and again the morphology and syntax are based on Standard English. With respect to the correspondence between the organizational characteristics of the input in test task and those in TLU tasks, we might expect more standard English-like morphology and syntax in classrooms; however, this is not the case in out-of-the-classroom situations, where peers make more use of informal and casual varieties and even sometimes slangs. As a result, correspondence between test tasks and TLU tasks in this respect is weak, too.

With regard to the pragmatic characteristics of the input, it should be noted that a wide range of functions, like ideational and manipulative (describing, justifying, proposing, arguing, comparing, contrasting) ones are elicited by the six tasks of the speaking module in the TOEFL iBT. The sociolinguistic aspects of the input, such as dialect/variety, register, naturalness, cultural references, and figurative language are rather fixed and have a tendency more toward the standard, formal, and academic language. As a result, the correspondence between the speaking tasks of the test and those of the TLU is not strong.

With regard to the topical characteristics, it can be said that there is a relatively good correspondence between the topics of the speaking tasks of the TOEFL iBT and those of TLU tasks. The six tasks usually cover a wide range of topics both in classrooms and outside of the classroom in TL situation. In classrooms, students must respond to questions, participate in academic discussions with other students, synthesize, and summarize what
they have read in their textbooks and heard in class, and express their views on topics under discussion. Outside the classroom, students need to participate in casual conversations, express their opinions, and communicate with people in such places as the bookstore, the library, and the housing office. Most of these topics are presented through the six tasks of the speaking module of the TOEFL iBT test. In fact, the topics of the first two independent tasks are more concerned with out-of-the-classroom situations and those of the integrated four tasks are more concerned with the academic, in-class settings or campus environments.

5.1.3. Characteristics of the expected response

The third test method facet in Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) model is the expected response. Most of the problems relating to the characteristics of the input, are observed in the expected response of the speaking section tasks of the TOEFL iBT. In order to answer the questions, all test takers need to use headsets with a microphone. Test takers speak into the microphone to record their responses. Responses are digitally recorded and sent to ETS’s Online Scoring Network, where they are scored by certified raters. As a result, the channel is merely aural. The length of the responses is limited to the allowed time determined in advance for each task. Although there is time limitation for responses in TLU tasks, there is more flexibility and it is not so mechanically pre-determined.

In the testing situation, good responses are fluid and clear with good pronunciation, natural pacing, and natural-sounding intonation patterns. Raters determine the test taker’s ability to control both basic and more complex language structures, and use appropriate vocabulary. Test takers are expected to answer the questions coherently in the presentation of their
ideas. Test taker should be able to synthesize and summarize the information in the integrated tasks. Good responses generally use all or most of the allotted time, and the relationship between ideas and the progression from one idea to the next is clear and easy to follow. However, it is important to note that raters do not expect test takers’ responses to be perfect. Even high-scoring responses may contain occasional errors and minor problems in any of the three areas described above. The major problem with this type of expected response in the testing situation is the raters’ lack of concern with the sociolinguistic aspects of the language used by the test takers. In the TLU context, language users are expected to be familiar with pragmalinguistic and sociopragmatic aspects of the language when speaking to different members of the TL community in different social positions and different social distances from each other. Lack of knowledge relating these issues can cause various social problems for language users. In addition, the fact that the examinee’s body language is not considered in their response can exacerbate the situation.

5.1.4. Relationship between input and response

The final test method facet to be discussed here is the relationship between input and response. In the TOEFL iBT, this task characteristic could be considered as the most problematic one among others. This facet includes adaptability and reciprocity of the setting among others. On the speaking section of the TOEFL iBT, the computerized format of the input precludes adaptability and reciprocity. In non-reciprocal language use like the TOEFL iBT testing situation, there is neither feedback nor interaction between language users. The standardized format remains the same regardless of the nature of response by the test taker. The test taker is unable to ask for clarification of directions or further explanations of tasks; in turn, the rater
cannot ask the test taker to further explain a point or a word that is unclear. Furthermore, negotiation and discussion which is an important part of the academic context of the TL classrooms is not possible in this format.

With respect to the scope of relationship, TOEFL iBT speaking section tasks, especially the integrated tasks are considered to have a broad scope. In these tasks, the range of input that must be processed in order for the test taker to respond as expected is broad. Test takers should listen to a conversation or read a text and try to answer a related question. The same tasks exist in TL academic settings, especially in the classroom. Consequently, there is an acceptable amount of correspondence between the test tasks and TLU tasks regarding the scope of relationship.

Finally, the directness of relationship is concerned with the degree to which the expected response can be based primarily on information in the input, or whether the test taker or language user must also rely on information in the context or in his/her own topical knowledge. According to Bachman and Palmer (1996), “many, if not most, TLU tasks involve an indirect relationship between input and response” (p. 56). In a conversation, for example, the language users expect each other to respond with new, rather than given information, the new information being supplied by the language users. The speaking section tasks of the TOEFL iBT test are more indirect than direct. As a result, the correspondence between test tasks and TLU ones is good enough.

In sum, the computerized format of the TOEFL iBT results in a nonreciprocal test setting which precludes live interaction between the test giver and the test taker. The questions are prerecorded and the speaker is left to respond. However, in TLU tasks, a live face-to-face interaction allows
communication breakdown to be questioned and repaired, and questions of meaning can be clarified. The classroom setting involves several participants, whereas the TOEFL iBT typically involves only one participant, i.e., the test taker.

As a result, based on the comparison between the characteristics of test tasks and those of TLU tasks, it was revealed that the correspondence between them and consequently the authenticity of the speaking module of the TOEFL iBT test is limited.

5.2. Task Survey
5.2.1. Reliability of the Authenticity Questionnaire

To estimate the reliability of the final version of the authenticity questionnaire which included 30 items, Cronbach Alpha was run. The results of the analysis revealed a good reliability index of 0.81.

5.2.2. Validity of the Questionnaire

The authenticity questionnaire, which was reduced to 34 items after the initial piloting, was administered to 247 subjects by email to examine the construct validity of its factor structure through exploratory factor analysis. PCA extracted 10 factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 which accounted for about 62% of the variance. Out of 34 items, 30 items had loadings of 0.45 or greater on any factor. The results of the Scree Test indicated that a four-factor solution might provide a more parsimonious grouping of the items in the questionnaire.
Then, orthogonal rotation was run. Varimax with Kaiser Normalization resulted in a rotated component matrix which represented the underlying factor structure. The first factor consisted of 9 items. The second factor consisted of 11 items. Factor 3 consisted of 6 items and items 4, 23, 27, and 30 made up the fourth factor. The total number of items was 30.

After analyzing items comprising each factor, the researcher came to the four original factors of context, student factor, task factor, and indicators. Items representing each factor are displayed in Appendix A, and the validated questionnaire is given in Appendix B.

5.2.3. Application of the TOEFL iBT speaking section authenticity questionnaire

After the pilot study and validation of the questionnaire which was developed by the researcher, the final version of the questionnaire which consisted of 30 items was sent to the same participants through email. 120 subjects responded to the questions by selecting from five options, i.e. ‘strongly agree’, ‘agree’, ‘undecided’, ‘disagree’ or ‘strongly disagree’. The items of the authenticity questionnaires were examined in terms of their percentage so as to see what the subjects’ general attitude is toward the factors representing the authenticity of the speaking module of the TOEFL iBT test. To better illustrate the pattern of the respondents’ answers to the questionnaire, the first two alternatives (strongly agree and agree) and the last two (disagree and strongly disagree) were combined (see Table 2).
Table 2  
*Test takers’ attitude in terms of frequency (F) and percentage (P)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>SA + A</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>D + SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The tasks are the kinds of tasks the examinee might be required to perform in real academic life situation.</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The tasks require the examinee to spend a significant amount of time on the task in collaborative groups.</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Both the final answer and the route(s) that the examinee takes to come to that answer are considered.</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. In addition to the test, there are other indicators to assess the examinee’s speaking ability.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The tasks address real-world public problems.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The assessment condition is similar to the real-world context in which the task might be performed.</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Collaboration is integral to the task, rather than achievable by an individual learner.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8. The examinee has choice and freedom to show his/her oral proficiency in different ways. | 78 | 65% | 18 | 15% | 24 | 20% |

9. The tasks engage the examinee in a variety of tasks, like writing, revising, discussing, providing an engaging oral analysis of an event, collaborating with others on a debate, etc. | 96 | 80% | 12 | 10% | 12 | 10% |

10. The tasks have clear connection to issues or experience beyond the assessment context. | 48 | 40% | 42 | 35% | 30 | 25% |

11. In doing the tasks, there is an adequate opportunity to plan, revise and substantiate responses. | 18 | 15% | 18 | 15% | 84 | 70% |

12. The tasks ask students to create new meaning via a complex process, rather than only recall facts and ideas. | 78 | 65% | 18 | 15% | 24 | 20% |

13. The tasks show the process the examinee goes through to reach the correct answer. | 42 | 35% | 24 | 20% | 54 | 45% |

14. There is a connection between the tasks and the larger social context within which the examinee will live. | 72 | 60% | 18 | 15% | 30 | 25% |

15. The tasks ask examinees to demonstrate understanding by performing a set of complex tasks, like recognition and asking questions. | 78 | 65% | 6 | 5% | 36 | 30% |

16. The tasks afford learners the opportunity to examine the problem from a variety of theoretical and practical perspectives. | 78 | 65% | 18 | 15% | 24 | 20% |

17. There are multiple acceptable routes towards performing the task rather than only one predetermined and carefully structured answer or performance. | 78 | 65% | 6 | 5% | 36 | 30% |

18. The tasks are meaningful in such a way that it replicates real world challenges to see if students are capable of doing so. | 54 | 45% | 24 | 20% | 42 | 35% |

19. The tasks cannot be completed by short answers. | 90 | 75% | 18 | 15% | 12 | 10% |
The tasks primarily support the needs of examinees; i.e. they are enabling and forward-looking, not just reflective of prior teaching. 

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>The tasks primarily support the needs of examinees;</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tasks attend to whether the examinee can craft justifiable answers, rather than typically only asking the examinee to select or write correct responses--irrespective of reasons.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>The tasks attend to whether the examinee can craft justifiable answers, rather than typically only asking the examinee to select or write correct responses--irrespective of reasons.</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tasks provide the opportunity for students to examine it from different perspectives, using a variety of resources.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>The tasks provide the opportunity for students to examine it from different perspectives, using a variety of resources.</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test considers other types of performance, like the students' portfolio, special projects, etc.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>The test considers other types of performance, like the students' portfolio, special projects, etc.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tasks have value and meaning beyond the assessment context; i.e. activities are not deemed important for success only in the assessment environment.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>The tasks have value and meaning beyond the assessment context; i.e. activities are not deemed important for success only in the assessment environment.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tasks require the examinees to manipulate information to discover new meanings and understandings rather than just to recite factual information.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>The tasks require the examinees to manipulate information to discover new meanings and understandings rather than just to recite factual information.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tasks ask students to analyze, synthesize and apply what they have learned in a substantial manner.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>The tasks ask students to analyze, synthesize and apply what they have learned in a substantial manner.</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test permits observation of patterns of strength and weakness over a sustained period.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>The test permits observation of patterns of strength and weakness over a sustained period.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tasks have the examinees to use personal experiences as a context for applying knowledge.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>The tasks have the examinees to use personal experiences as a context for applying knowledge.</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the tasks, the examinees are asked to demonstrate proficiency by doing something rather than selecting from four alternatives to indicate their proficiency.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>In the tasks, the examinees are asked to demonstrate proficiency by doing something rather than selecting from four alternatives to indicate their proficiency.</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test provides multiple indicators of success.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>The test provides multiple indicators of success.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 1 reveals, the majority of the subjects agree with the authentic characteristics of the speaking module of the TOEFL iBT test. In fact, out of 30 items, most of the respondents agree with 20 items (1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26, 28, 29) and disagree with 9 items (4, 5, 7, 11, 13, 20, 23, 27, 30). The condition of item 24 is 50-50. For example, most of the respondents believe that “the tasks are the kinds of tasks the examinee might be required to perform in real academic life
situation” (Item 1), or most of them agree with the fact that “the tasks require justifiable answers, rather than typically only asking the examinee to select or write correct responses - irrespective of reasons” (Item 22). However, they do not believe that “to evaluate the speaking ability of the examinee, the test provides indicators other than the test itself” (Item 4), or they do not agree that “collaboration is integral to the task” (Item 7). Overall, regarding the 30 items of the questionnaire, the participants expressed positive attitudes toward the authenticity of the speaking module of the TOEFL iBT with a mean of 104.71 and a standard deviation of 11.57. Since the overall mean is more than one standard deviation above the neutral point (90), it can be concluded that the subjects, who had already taken the TOEFL iBT test, had a positive attitude towards the authenticity of the test. To present a more vivid picture of the findings, the items of the questionnaire are categorized and summarized based on the four factors underlying the questionnaire items (see Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>SA + A</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>D + SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Context (Items 1, 5, 6, 10, 14, 18, 20, 24, 28)</td>
<td>51.1%</td>
<td>13.8%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student factor (Items 2, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16, 19, 21, 25, 26, 29)</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>30.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task factor (Items 3, 8, 9, 13, 17, 22)</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicators (4, 23, 27, 30)</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
<td>16.6%</td>
<td>56.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 2 illustrates, more than 50% of the test takers, agree with the three criteria of context, student factor, and task factor. However, with regard to the last factor, indicators, it is revealed that test takers mostly disagree.
Furthermore, out of the first three factors, task factor gains the highest degree of agreement. In other words, test takers in this study think that the speaking section of the TOEFL iBT involves complex, ill-structured challenges that require judgment, and a full array of tasks (Linn et al., 1991; Torrance, 1995; Wiggins, 1990, 1993, 1989). With regard to the last criterion, indicators, most of the examinees disagree with the fact that the test provides multiple indicators of learning (Lajoie 1991; Linn et al., 1991). This attitude is quite correct because except for the test itself, there is no other indicator of the examinee’s speaking ability. It is only through the six tasks in the speaking section of the test that the speaking ability of test takers is determined.

6. Discussion

Comparing the results of the task analysis with those of the survey, we observed a contradiction in terms of the authenticity of the speaking module of the TOEFL iBT test. That is, unlike the task analysis which did not show adequate authenticity regarding the speaking module, the candidates believed that the test is in a satisfactory level of authenticity. The fact that the task analysis did not confirm the authenticity of the test is against the findings of Meng-li (2010) and Ockey et al. (2015) who found the test fairly authentic. One simple and clear explanation for the results of the task analysis is the fact that, except for some rare situations, students hardly communicate orally with a machine in a real academic context. Consequently, most of the factors, in Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) model, that recognize a language test as an authentic one do not match the mechanical and unreal conditions of the speaking module of the TOEFL iBT test, and more particularly, as Ockey et al. (2015) also found in their studies, this test does not correspond to face-to-face student-student and
teacher-student conversations that consist quite a large part of the interactions in an academic context. This limitation can simply question the authenticity of the setting, the expected response, the input, and the relationship between input and response.

Another explanation for the results of the task analysis could be the fact that, as Meng-li (2010) concluded in his study, the authenticity of the tests depends on the definition of concept of ‘authenticity’ itself and the interaction between test takers and test tasks. As Pinner (2015; 2016) argues, authenticity is a dynamic and multidimensional concept which depends on a variety of factors including the learner’s motivation, needs, social context, and so many other factors which might not be considered in a static model of authenticity that implies ‘one size fits all’. Therefore, the TOEFL iBT speaking module might be authentic according to one model of authenticity but might not be authentic enough based on the other like what Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) model revealed in the present study. This shows the urging need for developing a comprehensive model of authentic language testing which can take different factors and variants into consideration and have enough flexibility and dynamicity in dealing with a variety of learners in different contexts.

Regarding the results of the task survey which confirmed the authenticity of the speaking module, three explanations could be raised. The first explanation, which at the same time could be considered as one of the limitations of the study, is that the authenticity questionnaire was given to those who had already taken the TOEFL iBT test. In this respect, these participants are the appropriate ones for this study due to their familiarity with the test and the tasks. However, the problem arises when it is not clear whether all of these test takers have already experienced the TL academic
context. That is, if these subjects had not ever been to an English language university, they could not have made a good judgment, especially when they try to express their attitudes regarding the relationship between the types of test tasks with those in the real context. As a result, their answers might not be a good indication of the authenticity of the speaking module tasks. The solution to this problem could be giving the questionnaire to those subjects who both have already taken the test and also had the experience of studying in the TL academic context.

The second explanation for the results of the task survey could be due to what Malone & Montee (2014) found as mixed attitudes considering the four skills and the candidate’s nationality on the TOEFL iBT test. In case of Iranian candidates, their positive view towards the authenticity of the test could be justified based on the fact that for a long time, Iranian students’ general proficiency of English was assessed based on TOEFL PBT which doesn’t have any speaking module. As a result, the emergence of the TOEFL iBT with a speaking section is considered more authentic by students than the TOEFL PBT which did not test their oral communicative competence at all.

The last explanation which is probably the most thought-provoking justification is concerned with the limitation of the existing authenticity models in the field of language testing, the last one of which is that of Bachman and Palmer’s (1996). The contradiction between the results of the task analysis and the task survey could be due to the different models based on which the analysis and the survey were carried out. The task analysis was based on Bachman and Palmer’s model of language testing, while the task survey built upon Herrington and Herrington’s (1999, 2006) authenticity criteria. In the former, the correspondence between the features of the test
tasks and those of the TLU tasks is central. However, in the latter, this concern is represented in only one of the four authenticity criteria, i.e. context. Other factors concentrate more on the test takers’ performance or the characteristics of the tasks, and indicators. Therefore, it is probable that what has been proved inauthentic based on a model considering only one factor (here, the factor of context in Bachman and Palmer’s model) might turn out at least fairly authentic based on a model including more criteria (here, Herrington and Herrington’s model). Although Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) definition of authenticity appropriately accentuates the correspondence between the characteristics of the test tasks and those of the TLU tasks, it ignores, to a large extent, other crucial factors, like student factor, task factor, and indicators that are paid special attention to in the realm of general education. For example, Bachman and Palmer’s (1996) definition of authenticity pays less attention to such facts that in an authentic assessment, students should be effective performers with acquired knowledge, and are expected to craft polished performances or products. It also ignores the necessity of significant student time and effort in collaboration with others, complex and ill structured challenges that require judgment, and a full array of tasks. Seamless integration with the activity and multiple indicators of learning are other factors that should be taken into consideration in an authentic assessment. Finally, the fact that an authentic assessment should achieve validity and reliability with appropriate criteria for scoring varied products is of great importance.

7. Conclusion

In conclusion, the contradictory results of the task analysis and task survey, which were based on authenticity models from the fields of applied linguistics and general education respectively, cast doubts on the adequacy...
of the existing models of authenticity in language testing and illuminated some ignored and valuable aspects which should be considered in the models. Following Lewkowicz’s (2000) suggestion, the present study appropriately revealed the very advantage of combining models and principles of authenticity from the two fields of applied linguistics and general education, showing the fact that the two fields can mutually benefit each other to provide a more comprehensive and inclusive model of authenticity, especially in the field of language testing which suffers from scarcity of research regarding authentic assessment (Pinner, 2016).

The results of the present study can also be considered as a start point for further empirical research to provide more evidence supporting the advantages of the interaction between the two fields. This can open new horizons towards novel ideas and concepts in the realm of authenticity and authentic assessment and bring about more insightful understandings in this respect.
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**Appendix A:** The Factors of TOEFL iBT Speaking Section Authenticity Questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor 1: Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The task is the kind of task the examinee might be required to perform in real academic life situation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The task addresses a real-world public problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The assessment condition is similar to the real-world context in which the task might be performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The tasks have the examinees to use personal experiences as a context for applying knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The task has clear connection to issues or experience beyond the assessment context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The task is meaningful in such a way that it replicates real world challenges to see if students are capable of doing so.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The task has value and meaning beyond the assessment context; i.e. activities are not deemed important for success only in the assessment environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The tasks primarily support the needs of examinees; i.e. they are enabling and forward-looking, not just reflective of prior teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. There is a connection between the task and the larger social context within which the examinee will live.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Factor 2: Student Factor

1. The task requires the examinee to spend a significant amount of time on the task in collaborative groups.

2. Collaboration is integral to the task, rather than achievable by an individual learner.

3. In doing the tasks, there is an adequate opportunity to plan, revise and substantiate responses.

4. In the task, the examinees are asked to demonstrate proficiency by doing something rather than selecting from four alternatives to indicate their proficiency.

5. The task asks examinees to demonstrate understanding by performing a set of complex tasks, like recognition and asking questions.

6. The task asks students to analyze, synthesize and apply what they have learned in a substantial manner.

7. The tasks ask students to create new meaning via a complex process, rather than only recall facts and ideas.

8. The task requires the examinees to manipulate information to discover new meanings and understandings rather than just to recite factual information.

9. Tasks cannot be completed by short answers.

10. The tasks attend to whether the examinee can craft justifiable answers, rather than typically only asking the examinee to select or write correct responses--irrespective of reasons.

11. The task affords learners the opportunity to examine the problem from a variety of theoretical and practical perspectives.
Factor 3: Task Factor

1. Both the final answer and the route(s) that the examinee takes to come to that answer are considered

2. The examinee has choice and freedom to show his/her oral proficiency in different ways

3. The tasks engage the examinee in vari et of tasks, like writing, revising, discussing, providing an engaging oral analysis of an event, collaborating with others on a debate, etc.

4. The tasks show the process the examinee goes through to reach the correct answer

5. The tasks provide the opportunity for students to examine it from different perspectives, using a variety of resources.

6. There are multiple acceptable routes towards performing the task rather than only one predetermined and carefully structured answer or performance.

Factor 4: Indicators

1. In addition to the test, there are other indicators to assess the examinee’s speaking ability.

2. The test permits observation of patterns of strength and weakness over a sustained period.

3. The test considers other types of performance, like the students’ portfolio, special projects, etc.

4. The test provides multiple indicators of success.
## Appendix B: TOEFL iBT Speaking Section Authenticity Questionnaire

Please tick the boxes below which best describes your attitude towards the authenticity of the TOEFL iBT speaking section tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The task is the kind of task the examinee might be required to perform in real academic life situation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The task addresses a real-world public problem.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The assessment condition is similar to the real-world context in which the task might be performed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The tasks have the examinees to use personal experiences as a context for applying knowledge.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The task has clear connection to issues or experience beyond the assessment context.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The task is meaningful in such a way that it replicates real world challenges to see if students are capable of doing so.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. The task has value and meaning beyond the assessment context; i.e. activities are not deemed important for success only in the assessment environment.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The tasks primarily support the needs of examinees; i.e. they are enabling and forward-looking, not just reflective of prior teaching.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. There is a connection between the task and the larger social context within which the examinee will live.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
10. The task requires the examinee to spend a significant amount of time on the task in collaborative groups.

11. Collaboration is integral to the task, rather than achievable by an individual learner.

12. In doing the tasks, there is an adequate opportunity to plan, revise and substantiate responses.

13. In the task, the examinees are asked to demonstrate proficiency by doing something rather than selecting from four alternatives to indicate their proficiency.

14. The task asks examinees to demonstrate understanding by performing a set of complex tasks, like recognition and asking questions.

15. The task asks students to analyze, synthesize and apply what they have learned in a substantial manner.

16. The tasks ask students to create new meaning via a complex process, rather than only recall facts and ideas.

17. The task requires the examinees to manipulate information to discover new meanings and understandings rather than just to recite factual information.

18. Tasks cannot be completed by short answers.

19. The tasks attend to whether the examinee can craft justifiable answers, rather than typically only asking the examinee to select or write correct responses--irrespective of reasons.

20. The task affords learners the opportunity to examine the problem from a variety of theoretical and practical perspectives.

21. Both the final answer and the route(s) that the examinee takes to come to that answer are considered.

22. The examinee has choice and freedom to show his/her oral proficiency in different ways.

23. The tasks engage the examinee in a variety of tasks,
like writing, revising, discussing, providing an engaging oral analysis of an event, collaborating with others on a debate, etc.

24. The tasks show the process the examinee goes through to reach the correct answer.

25. The tasks provide the opportunity for students to examine it from different perspectives, using a variety of resources.

26. There are multiple acceptable routes towards performing the task rather than only one predetermined and carefully structured answer or performance.

27. In addition to the test, there are other indicators to assess the examinee’s speaking ability.

28. The test permits observation of patterns of strength and weakness over a sustained period.

29. The test considers other types of performance, like the students’ portfolio, special projects, etc.

30. The test provides multiple indicators of success.

SA: Strongly Agree, A: Agree, U: Undecided, D: Disagree, SD: Strongly Disagree
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